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CLEANING Ø38 MM

NOZZLES - FLOOR
FLNO FLNZ

CLBZ

PTNO

CLNO

PLNO

CLBR

TFNO

STNO

CONO

CLEANING BENDS & PIPES

NOZZLES - TABLE ADAPTERS/COUPLINGS
STAD

MUHO

CLPT

CLPA & CLPC

CLBE/CLPI

PKBR

COKL

HOCO

PIDI

CLBE-038 cleaning bend fits with CLPI-038 two piece
cleaning pipe and floor nozzle FLNO and FLNZ, also 
with all table brushes and nozzles.

CLPA-038 and CLPC-038 complete cleaning pipes 
that fit with floor nozzle FLNO and FLNZ, also with all 
table brushes and nozzles.

CLPT-038 aluminum telescopic cleaning pipe fits 
with FLNO and FLNZ floor nozzles, also with all table 
brushes and nozzles.

FLNO-038 floor 
nozzle fits all cleaning 
pipes

FLNZ-038 floor 
nozzle fits all 
cleaning pipes

HOSR

With wheels and brush list as standard. There is optional rubber list.

HOSA
Extension arm
for HOSR
hose reel.

CLBZ-038 brush 45° fits 
floor pipe or hose with 
STAD+MUHO.

PTNO-038 crevice  
nozzle fits hose with 
MUHO.

CLNO-038-050 crevice 
nozzle fits hose Ø38 
with STAD+MUHO.

PLNO-038 pipe nozzle
fits floor pipe or hose 
with STAD+MUHO.

CLBR-038-050 brush 45° 
fits hose with MUHO.

TFNO-038 nozzle fits 
floor pipe or hose with 
STAD+MUHO.

STNO-038 crevice steel 
nozzle fits floor pipe or 
hose with STAD+MUHO.

CONO-038 conical
nozzle fits floor pipe or 
hose with STAD+MUHO.

PKBR-038 cable brush 
fits with CLPT telescope 
pipe or STAD+MUHO.

STAD-038 metal adapter
to connect hose with
table nozzles.

MUHO-038 antistatic 
hose socket between 
adapter STAD and hose.

COKL flap valve with pull
ring edge, transition pie-
ce to cleaning system.

HOCO hose coupling
as connection between
hose and PIDI.

PIDI-038 adapter to
connect HOCO with all
cleaning pipes.

Note that most nozzles also fit with CLBE cleaning bend.

Example (fr. left):
Hose AHNO
Hose socket MUHO
Adapter STAD
Nozzle TFNO

Example (fr. right):
Flap valve COKL
Hose coupling HOCO
Hose ANHO
Hose coupling HOCO
Adapter PIDI

Lajac’s self-made ergonomic hose reel 
with black antistatic hose (AHNO).

Fits with CLBE bend and CLPI two-piece 
cleaning pipes as well as several coun-
tertop nozzles together with MUHO 
hose socket.

Also available in ATEX-rated version.
Both models are supplied wall-
mounted as standard,
but can be ordered for
ceiling mounting or
mounted on
HOSA arm.


